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Cecilia Bartoli, mezzo-soprano
Sergio Ciomei, piano

PROGRAM

domenico scarlatti (1685–1757) andante, from sonata in e major, K. 380 (1781)

nicolò Porpora (1686–1768) “come nave in mezzo all’onde,” aria of siface,
from Siface (1725)

riccardo Broschi (ca. 1698–1756) “chi non sente al mio dolore,” aria of epitide,
from Merope (1732)

George Frideric handel (1685–1759) Passacaglia, from Keyboard suite in G minor, 
hWV 432 (1720)

handel sarabande, from Keyboard suite in d minor,
hWV 437 (1733)

handel “Lascia la spina,” aria of Piacere, from Il Trionfo
del tempo e del disinganno, hWV 46a (1758)

hermann raupach (1728–1778) “o placido il mare,” aria of Laodice, from
Siroe, re di Persia (1760)

Wolfgang amadeus Mozart (1756–1791) Fantasy no. 3 in d minor, K. 397/385g (1782)

Mozart “Parto, parto,” aria of sesto, from La clemenza
di Tito, K. 621 (1791) [March 31 only]

Mozart “exsultate jubilate,” solo motet, K. 165 (1773)
[april 2 only]

INTERMISSION
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Johann adolf hasse (1699–1783) “se mai senti spirarti sul volto,” aria of sesto,
from La clemenza di Tito (1738)

hasse “Vò disperato a morte,” aria of sesto, from
La clemenza di Tito (1738)

Leonardo Leo (1694–1744) allegretto in G minor

Benedetto Marcello (1686–1739) allegro in G major

antonio caldara (ca. 1670–1736) “Quel buon pastor son io,” aria of abel, from 
the “componimento sacro” La morte d’Abel 
figura di quella del nostro Redentore (1732)

scarlatti Vivo, from sonata in B major, K. 262

Leonardo Vinci (1696–1730) “Quanto invidio la sorte…chi vive amante,”
recitative and aria of erissena, from
Alessandro nelle Indie (1730)

Porpora “nobil onda,” aria of adelaide, from
Adelaide (1723)

Cecilia Bartoli’s 2015 West Coast tour is sponsored by James D. Rigler and the 
Rigler-Deutsch Foundation, in association with U-Live/

Universal Music Arts and Entertainment, London: u-live.com.

Hamburg Steinway piano provided by Steinway & Sons, San Francisco.
Cal Performances’ 2014–2015 season is sponsored by Wells Fargo.
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MUTILATED BEAUTY
THE AGONY AND THE ECSTASY

OF THE CASTRATO

“due to their superhuman physical nature,
their unusually thorough training, and their
immense talent, you might say that what these
singers sang was probably some of the best
music written at the time. since it stretches the
limits of your own abilities it is also a great
personal challenge for a modern interpreter—
especially a woman.”—Cecilia Bartoli

“Must we mutilate men in order to give them
a perfection they did not possess at birth?”—
Sarah Goudar

SARAH GOUDAR, an irish-born beauty whose
striking looks had promoted her from ca-

reer as a chambermaid and tapstress, first en-
countered castrati in the 1770s, in naples,
where she and her French adventurer husband
ange were busy fleecing the local nobility.
naples was perhaps the center of traffic in cas-
trato singers. But even Madame Goudar felt
compelled to acknowledge the beauty of these
sopranists, with their astonishing vocal range
from contralto to high soprano.

the French were always disapproving: for
them it was unnatural. But thanks to handel
the english were utterly bewitched. so when
the indefatigable dr. Burney visited italy, he
was determined to discover where the deed was
done. “i made enquiries in order to know to
which town one could attribute especially the
operation of castration for singing, but i could
not obtain precise and satisfactory replies. in
Milan they told me: in Venice; in Venice they
referred me to Bologna; in Bologna they denied
the fact and blamed Florence. Florence attrib-
uted it to rome and rome to naples... the
italians are so ashamed of this practice that
each province blames another for it.”

the shame to which dr. Burney alludes
was, one suspects, only skin deep. castrating
young boys between the ages of eight and
twelve was big business, and if the boy devel-
oped into a Farinelli, a senesino or a caffarelli

the potential rewards were huge. as cecilia
Bartoli has discovered from her own research,
“Probably my deepest impression and saddest
recognition is the scale of this phenomenon.
in the 18th century literally thousands of boys
were castrated every year…but only very few
of them actually became famous—the others
died, became outcasts, beggars or prostitutes.”

it was, of course, illegal and officially
frowned upon by the church, but italians
from the holy Father down to the humblest
of small-town barber-surgeons were masters
when it came to turning a blind eye. indeed, it
was a Pope—clement Viii—who at the be-
ginning of the 17th century was so besotted
by castrati that he authorized castration solely
ad honorem Dei in order that their voices
might number among the choristers who sang
for him in the sistine chapel. and it was an-
other Pope, innocent Xi, who effectively
helped castrati up onto the stage when he 
issued an edict banning women from appear-
ing as actresses in the theater within the 
Papal states. so began the tradition of cross-
dressing, with young castrati taking leading
female roles in opera houses over which the
Vatican presided.

the Kingdom of naples was, though, be-
yond the secular Papal writ. so how is it that
historians continue to view that city as the
center of the italian castrati tradition? one
reason lies in the fact that naples was opera-
mad. in 1737, the real teatro di san carlo
opened its doors for the very first time; it was
at that time the largest opera house in the
world, seating 3,300 people and named for the
Bourbon King, charles Vii. to be opera-mad
in 18th-century naples—and just about
everywhere else in europe too—meant to be
mad about singers. and no singers caught the
spirit of the age more exactly than the castrati.
they catered to the late-Baroque love of arti-
fice and decorative detail with a voice that
owed its origins to an unnatural act and that
was capable of singing the most ornately dec-
orated musical lines so far heard in the history
of Western music. as one correspondent re-
ported, “they sing like nightingales, they
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make you lose your balance and take your
breath away.”

cecilia Bartoli cites other reasons why the
history of naples should have been so en-
twined with that of the castrati. “For centuries,
the south of italy had been extremely poor,
and parents hoped that at least one of their
many children might thus come to fame and
fortune. naples was already a huge city, with
four conservatories, which had originally been
founded as orphanages. the orphans would
go out and raise money for their home by beg-
ging or singing so in the end it was decided to
give them a musical education in order to im-
prove their performances. so this was a city
where poor boys were educated to become
artists and musicians.”

education…education…and musical edu-
cation. that was what charitable naples of-
fered boys from poor families who had been
persuaded to sacrifice their sons’ masculinity.
and no neapolitan teacher was as admired
and successful as nicolò Porpora, a composer
too. Working at two of the neapolitan con-
servatories in the first two decades of the 18th
century—the conservatorio di sant’onofrio
and santa Maria di Loreto—Porpora taught
three of the greatest castrati of the age:
Farinelli, caffarelli, and salimbeni. 

Porpora had strong views on how singing
should be taught. a single sheet of his simple
vocal exercises is said to have been all that
caffarelli needed for daily practice through
most of his professional life. Porpora is sup-
posed to have insisted that his young pupils
at the conservatories sang from this single
sheet of exercises every day for six years be-
cause they contained every possible difficulty
the singer might encounter in the art of
proper vocalizing.

the sopranist was assisted by the physical
changes to his body that came as a result of
castration. there is evidence that the castrati
were taller than average and certainly their rib
cages developed into a rounder shape, creat-
ing a unique sounding-box. and the larynx
did not descend as with other boys, so the
vocal cords remained closer to the cavities of

resonance, all of which helped to reinforce
both the clarity and the brilliance of the voice
produced by vocal cords and throat muscles
that had been toughened up by a relentless
daily regime of vocal exercises.

What audiences most prized in castrati was
their ability to move them emotionally. in
London, in 1733, Farinelli appeared with
senesino in Artaserse. as dr. Burney reports the
evening, “senesino had the part of a furious
tyrant, and Farinelli that of an unfortunate hero
in chains; but in the course of the first air, the
captive so softened the heart of the tyrant, that
senesino, forgetting his stage-character, ran to
Farinelli and embraced him….” and there was-
n’t a dry eye in the house. there are reports, too,
of maestros in the pit being unable to continue
after a particularly affecting performance by a
Farinelli, a senesino, or a caffarelli.

nicolò Porpora wrote his opera Adelaide
for rome in 1723, and the 18-year-old Farinelli
took the title-role at the first performance.
“nobil onda” is one of those storm arias so en-
joyed by 18th-century audiences and com-
posers, with the orchestra raising a mighty
tempest at sea while the soloist echoes the un-
ruly elements as he clings on for dear life.

Porpora’s great rival was Leonardo Vinci;
both men had been educated in naples at the
conservatorio dei Poveri di Gesù cristo and
competing theatres in rome and Venice
would stage new operas by both composers si-
multaneously. Vinci was prodigious in his out-
put and died a suitably operatic death when it
was rumored that he had been poisoned after
an ill-advised love affair. Farinelli was even-
handed in his response to the music of both
Porpora and Vinci. he created the part of
Berenice—a skirts role—in Vinci’s Alessandro
nelle Indie in rome in 1730, though the role
of erissena, and therefore the recitative and
aria “Quanto invidio la sorte…chi vive
amante,” were created by appiani, another of
nicolò Porpora’s pupils.

the sacred banishes the profane in La
morte d’Abel, a rare example of an oratorio
written for Farinelli, to a text by his lifelong
friend Metastasio, by antonio caldara. the
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solemn aria “Quel buon pastor” is a reminder
that the castrato was created to sing religious
music. caldara, who led the typical itinerant
life of a Baroque composer working for pa-
trons in Venice, Mantua, Barcelona, and
rome, never lost a feel for the traditions of
italian church music.

it may be that the composer who best knew
the character of Farinelli’s voice was his
brother, riccardo Broschi, who wrote several
roles that exploited Farinelli’s particular vocal
talents, not least his ability to hold a note on a
single breath for a whole minute while singing
both loudly and softly. the role of epitide in
Merope, a heroic opera written in 1732 for
turin and containing the aria “chi non sente
al mio dolore,” was especially tailored for his
brother’s remarkable talents.

it was perhaps caffarelli, another of nicolò
Porpora’s pupils, who exhibited the most out-
rageous behavior among the 18th-century cas-
trati. he was fêted in France, where the king
provided him with a house at Versailles, a royal
carriage and pair and servants in livery. But
enough was never sufficient for caffarelli.
When he was leaving France, Louis XV sent
the singer a gold snuffbox, but the castrato
complained that he’d been given many that
were more beautiful and precious and that this
one didn’t even have a portrait of the monarch
on its lid. it was pointed out to him that only
ambassadors got snuffboxes with royal por-
traits. to which caffarelli replied, “only am-
bassadors! Well let him make them sing!”

Porpora composed some noteworthy arias
for his former student. “come nave” from
Siface, written in 1725, is a good example, an-
other storm aria with the see-sawing of rough
waves in the singer’s part and the orchestra on
a flood tide (no special effect delighted 18th-
century italian audiences as much as rolling
waves and tempest-tossed ships!).

Giovanni carestini, who was known as
cusanino (a nod to his patrons, the cusani
family of Milan), created the role of sesto in
Johann adolf hasse’s Tito Vespasiano in
Pesaro in 1735 and reprised it when the opera
was revived (and revised) as La Clemenza di

Tito in dresden in 1738. carestini was a great
rival of Farinelli, known for his burnished
contralto tones and expressive legato singing
where Farinelli was hailed for his vocal fire-
works, though carestini could toss off fiorit-
ure when he needed to, as “Vò disperato a
morte” makes clear.

their rivalry had come to a head in London,
where carestini sang for handel’s company
beginning in 1733. carestini sang not only in
handel’s italian operas, but also in several of
his english-language oratorios. it was actually
in rome, during his journeyman years, that
handel composed his first oratorio, Il Trionfo
del tempo e del disinganno, in 1707. nothing is
known about the singers of the first perform-
ance, but certainly three of the four would have
been castrati. the aria “Lascia la spina,” a rav-
ishing triple-time largo sung by the allegorical
figure of Pleasure, is one of handel’s most fa-
mous, and was reused by the composer in his
London opera Rinaldo (1711).

handel and Porpora in London, hasse in
dresden—italian opera, and the castrati who
performed it, spread across much of europe
in the 18th century. one of the last outposts
was st. Petersburg, where a succession of
romanov rulers brought foreigners in to cre-
ate an italian opera company at court.
hermann raupach, born in Germany, joined
the st. Petersburg court orchestra in 1755; he
composed his setting of Metastasio’s Siroe, re
di Persia there in 1760. “o placido il mare” is
another example of the maritime-inspired
bravura aria with which the castrati thrilled
their audiences, with its coloratura depiction
of howling winds and roiling seas.

the glory days of the castrati in the opera
houses of europe lasted for a little under two
centuries, although they sang in the sistine
chapel choir until the very beginning of the
last century. Mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito
dates from the end of the 18th century, as the
sun was setting on the era of the castrati.
composed in 1791 for the coronation of
Leopold ii as holy roman emperor, the opera
sets the same Metastasian text as hasse’s work
from six decades earlier. the soprano castrato
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domenico Bedini created the role of sesto in
Mozart’s opera, and the aria “Parto, parto,”
with its declamatory opening and florid duet-
ting between singer and basset horn (in its or-
chestral version), is a wonderful last gasp for
the operatic castrati.

the instrumental works on tonight’s pro-
gram complement the vocal selection, with a
range of styles from the italian Baroque of the
Venetian Benedetto Marcello and the
neapolitan Leonardo Leo to the turbulent and
expressive Viennese classicism of Mozart’s d
minor Fantasia. handel’s Passcaglia and
sarabande, from his popular keyboard suites
(1720 and 1733), encapsulate his talent as a
melodist, which served him so well as an
opera composer. and domenico scarlatti,
represented here by two of his sonatas, was an
important transitional figure from handel’s
Baroque to Mozart’s classicism.

in the opera house, the romantic age put
paid to a style of singing and a kind of theater
that was so deliciously unnatural, embodied
by the castrati. yet the sopranists had touched
hearts and minds in a unique way. But at a
high price, we may feel. What about all those
neapolitan boys who never made the big
time? cecilia Bartoli feels that there are still
people in our own time who are prepared to
pay that price. “the sad thing is to realize that,
even today, people mutilate their bodies be-
cause some fashions dictate a false ideal of
beauty. Most people do it to their own bod-
ies—when they undergo plastic surgery or use
botox, for instance—but think of fashion
models who starve themselves, becoming
cripples in order to please the industry, their
agents and often their families too. We are not
that far from the 18th century after all!”

Adapted from a program note
by Christopher Cook (2008)
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FOR MORE THAN TWO DECADES, mezzo-
soprano Cecilia Bartoli has indisputably

been one of the leading artists in the field of
classical music. her new opera roles, concert
programs, and recording projects—exclusively
on decca—are eagerly awaited all over the
world. the enormous success of her solo re-
leases such as The Vivaldi Album, Italian Arias
by Gluck, The Salieri Album, Opera proibita,
Maria, Sacrificium, and Mission is reflected
both in extraordinary sales which have firmly
established her as today’s best-selling classical
artist—more than ten million copies of audio and
video releases occupying the international pop
charts for well over 100 weeks and garnering nu-
merous “gold” and “platinum” certifications—
and in major awards: five Grammys, more than
a dozen echos, and a Bambi (Germany), two
classical Brit awards (United Kingdom), and
the Victoire de la Musique (France), as well as
many other prestigious prizes.

Ms. Bartoli has brought classical music to
millions of people all over the world. But 
beyond this fact, she is especially gratified 
that the popularity of her projects has kindled

discussions that always lead to comprehensive
reevaluation and rediscovery—that of com-
posers who have been passed over and of
repertoire which has been forgotten.

herbert von Karajan, daniel Barenboim,
and nikolaus harnoncourt were among the
first conductors with whom Ms. Bartoli
worked. they noticed her talent at a very early
stage, when she had barely completed her vocal
studies with her parents in her hometown of
rome. since then, many further renowned
conductors, pianists, and orchestras have been
her regular partners. in recent years, her work
has begun to focus on collaborations with the
most significant period-instrument orchestras
(akademie für alte Musik, Les arts
Florissants, i Barocchisti, concentus Musicus
Wien, Freiburg Baroque orchestra, il Giardino
armonico, Basle chamber orchestra,
ensemble Matheus, Les Musiciens du Louvre,
orchestra of the age of enlightenment, and
the Zurich period orchestra La scintilla).
Projects with orchestras in which Ms. Bartoli
assumes the overall artistic responsibility have
also become increasingly important to her and
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were crowned by programs jointly developed
and performed with the Vienna Philharmonic.

Ms. Bartoli sings in the most important
concert halls of europe, north america, asia,
and australia. her stage appearances include
prestigious opera houses and festivals such as
the Metropolitan opera in new york, the
royal opera house, covent Garden, in
London, La scala in Milan, the Bavarian state
opera in Munich, the salzburg Festival, the
Zurich opera house, and the théâtre des
champs-Élysées in Paris.

in 2008, Ms. Bartoli devoted herself to the
early 19th century—the age of italian
romanticism and bel canto—and in particular
to the legendary singer Maria Malibran,
whose 200th birthday fell on March 24 of that
year. to mark the bicentenary, the artist re-
leased a new album, Maria (edison award,
Prix caecilia), and the dVd Maria (the
Barcelona concert/Malibran rediscovered).
rounding off this homage to Maria Malibran
and the “romantic revolution” were the first
complete recording of La sonnambula with
period instruments and a mezzo-soprano in
the title role (with Juan diego Flórez as
elvino) and a historically informed rendering
of Norma at the dortmund Konzerthaus in
June 2010, with Ms. Bartoli in the title role.

Much of the Ms. Bartoli’s 2009–2010 sea-
son was dedicated to a rediscovery of music
written for the great neapolitan castrato stars
of the 18th century. the release of the record-
breaking solo album Sacrificium in october
2009 was accompanied by concerts featuring
this repertoire in all the major european mu-
sical capitals.

the following year saw decca’s dVd re-
lease of the Zurich opera production of
halévy’s tragicomic opera Clari, with 
Ms. Bartoli essaying the role created by Maria
Malibran and adam Fischer conducting the
period-instrument orchestra La scintilla. also
released on cd and digital download: Sospiri,
a collection of intimate arias from Ms. Bartoli’s
best-loved albums. autumn 2012 marked the
release of Mission, showcasing arias and duets
by the italian Baroque composer agostino

steffani. Ms. Bartoli’s collaborators in this
multimedia project (featuring a special iPad
app) include Philippe Jaroussky, the coro
della radiotelevisione svizzera, and the pe-
riod orchestra i Barocchisti under conductor
diego Fasolis. in conjunction with this rap-
turously acclaimed project, Ms. Bartoli, i
Barocchisti, and Mr. Fasolis undertook an ex-
tensive european tour in 2012–2013. their
recording of the steffani stabat Mater ap-
peared in september 2013.

in 2012, Ms. Bartoli became artistic
director of the salzburg Whitsun Festival. in
her first year, the theme was cleopatra. in
2013, the festival was subtitled “sacrifice—
opfer—Victim” and included a new mile-
stone in Ms. Bartoli’s career: her stage début as
norma, with Giovanni antonini conducting
the orchestra La scintilla.  this production
won the international opera award in
London for the best production of 2013. the
same month, May 2013, brought the audio re-
lease of Bellini’s opera starring Ms. Bartoli and
conducted by Mr. antonini.

March 2014 saw the release of two rossini
operas starring Ms. Bartoli on dVd/Blu-ray, Le
Comte Ory and Otello. in april, she sang
desdemona in the latter opera in her triumphant
return to the Paris stage after an absence of more
than 20 years. and in october 2014, decca is-
sued St. Petersburg, featuring Baroque arias com-
posed for the court of catherine the Great and
two of her predecessors. rediscovered by 
Ms. Bartoli herself in st. Petersburg, these hid-
den musical treasures of tsarist russia also offer
the first opportunity to hear the artist singing in
russian. the new project reunites her with i
Barocchisti and Mr. Fasolis.

Ms. Bartoli has been awarded the italian
knighthood and is an “accademico effettivo”
of santa cecilia, rome, a French chevalier
des arts et des Lettres, chevalier de la Légion
d’honneur, and officier de l’ordre du Mérite,
as well as an honorary Member of the royal
academy of Music, London, and of the royal
swedish academy of Music. Most recently,
she was given the prestigious italian prize
Bellini d’oro, a Medalla de oro al Mérito en
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las Bellas artes (one of the highest awards of
the spanish Ministry of culture), and the
Médaille Grand Vermeil de la Ville de Paris.
on the occasion of the handel anniversary
year of 2009, Ms. Bartoli was made an hon-
orary member of the advisory board of the
halle handel house Foundation, and the fol-
lowing year she received the halle handel
Prize. also in 2010, she was awarded the
renowned danish Léonie sonning Music
Prize in copenhagen, in the presence of her
Majesty Queen Margrethe ii, as well as an
honorary doctorate by the venerable
University college of dublin. in 2012, she was
awarded the herbert von Karajan Prize in
Baden-Baden, together with a rare swiss
award for culture, and she was made a
chevalier de l’ordre du Mérite culturel by the
Principality of Monaco. 

to learn more, visit ceciliabartolionline.com.

Pianist Sergio
Ciomei was born
in Genova in 1965.
in 1984, he gradu-
ated with the high-
est honors from the
niccolò Paganini
conservatory in his
native city, where
he studied piano
with Franco
trabucco. he then

participated in master classes led by Muriel
chemin, Piero rattalino, and andrás schiff. he
first achieved international acclaim in 1991,
when he won second prize at the international
Music competition at the Mozarteum in
salzburg. Parallel to his activities as a pianist,
Mr. ciomei studied harpsichord with
christophe rousset and Jan Willem Jansen and
fortepiano with andreas staier and Laura
alvini. From 1989 to 1994, he was the assistant
maestro of Frans Brüggen and Kees Boeke dur-
ing their Baroque music master classes at the
accademia chigiana in siena.

Mr. ciomei maintains a busy concert
schedule all around the world, performing at

important venues such as the théâtre des
champs-Élysées in Paris, the auditorio
nacional de Música in Madrid, the Berlin
Philharmonie, and the teatro regio in torino.
as a piano and harpsichord soloist, he has
given recitals and performed under the baton
of such maestros as Fabio Biondi, Frans
Brüggen, Jean-Jacques Kantorow, and david
del Pino Klinge. as a chamber musician, he
has collaborated with some of the leading
artists of our time, including Giovanni
antonini, Patrick Gallois, and Maurice steger.

Mr. ciomei is one of the founding members
of the ensemble tripla concordia, whose
recordings have earned many international ac-
colades. he frequently collaborates with pres-
tigious Baroque orchestras, such as il Giardino
armonico, europa Galante, Le Musiche nove,
and La scintilla, appearing on the stages of the
concertgebouw amsterdam, the Grand
théâtre in Geneva, the Wigmore hall in
London, and the Musikverein in Vienna.

Mr. ciomei’s recordings appear on the
nuova era, opus 111, dynamic, cantus,
Philharmonia, stradivarius, eMi-Virgin,
challenge, northwest classics, sony classical,
decca, and harmonia Mundi labels. recently,
his recording of Mozart sonatas for fortepiano
and violin with Fabrizio cipriani has been de-
scribed as “one of the finest Mozart recordings
of all time” by the Japan’s Ontomo Guide for
the Best Chamber Music.

in 2001, Mr. ciomei began a collaboration
with mezzo-soprano cecilia Bartoli, accom-
panying the great italian singer in recitals held
at the some of the world’s finest halls. in 2004,
they embarked on a series of performances in
the United states and russia, with appear-
ances at the dorothy chandler Pavillion in
Los angeles and the Great hall of the
tchaikovsky conservatory in Moscow. these
concerts won unanimous acclaim from both
critics and audiences.

since 1999, Mr. ciomei has developed his
activities as a conductor, mainly specializing
in the interpretation of Baroque music on 
period instruments. his performances of
Bach, telemann, handel, and Mozart have
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been received enthusiastically all across
europe. he has conducted the tripla
concordia orchestra at the Festival antiqua
in Genova, the handel Festival in halle, and
elsewhere, collaborating with artists such as
alfredo Bernardini and Giovanni antonini.

in 2007, the Kammerorchester Basel in-
vited him as guest conductor for several
Baroque projects. this resulted in a recording
for sony classical, the award-winning Affetti
Barocchi with alto Marijana Mijanović, fol-
lowed by a successful concert tour with the
singer and cellist sol Gabetta. the latter tour

in turn led to a recording of cello concertos
from the classical era with Ms. Gabetta and
the Kammerorchester Basel for rca red seal
that reached the number-one position of the
classical charts in Germany and switzerland.

Besides his ongoing collaboration as pianist
with Ms. Bartoli and Ms. Gabetta and his con-
ducting opportunities, Mr. ciomei continues
to appear as a harpsichord soloist, a recent
highlight being his interpretation in 2013 of
Bach’s “Brandenburg” concerto no. 5 with
Mr. antonini and the staatskapelle Berlin at
the Berlin Philharmonie.


